We evaluate a hadronic molecule formed by a heavy meson and a nucleon respecting heavy quark symmetry. The tensor force of π exchange potential plays a dominate role to produce an strong attraction in this system. Solving coupled channel Schrödinger equations for P N and P * N, we find many bound and resonant states with isospin I = 0 while there are few resonances in I = 1 state. The rich structures with I = 0 indicate that the spectrum of heavy baryons near the threshold is influenced by the contributions from such hadron composite structures.
Introduction
Hadronic molecular picture gives us new aspect for the structure of exotic hadrons. Some candidates of molecular state have been observed in charmonium and bottomonium regions [1] . In particular, the twin Z b resonances which are new evidence of hadronic composite in bottom region get much attention recently. The Z b (10610) and Z b (10650) were reported by Belle in 2011 [2] [3] [4] . Since the Z b 's have electric charge, they cannot be explained by simple bb state. Its quark content needs at least bbqq where q is u or d quark and they have exotic structure deflected from standard hadrons. Furthermore these masses are M(Z b (10610)) = 10607.2 ± 2.0 MeV and M(Z b (10650)) = 10652.2 ± 1.5 MeV which are close to BB * and B * B * thresholds.
Hence, they are considered as BB * and B * B * molecules. In the theoretical research also, some authors discuss the states as meson-meson molecule [5] [6] [7] .
In the studies of hadronic molecules with heavy meson such as the Z b 's, π exchange interaction with heavy quark symmetry attracts attention to design the hadronic composite structure [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The heavy quark symmetry appears in the heavy quark mass limit (m Q → ∞) [14, 15] . Because spin-spin interaction between quarks is suppressed under this limit, heavy pseudoscalar meson P and heavy vector meson P * are degenerate. Indeed, mass splitting among P and P * is very small, BB * mass splitting is about 45 MeV and DD * mass splitting is about 140 MeV. This degeneracy provides P P * π vertex and π exchange potential in the system. We note that P P π vertex is forbidden due to parity conservation, and KK * π vertex in strangeness sector is suppressed by large KK * mass splitting, about 400 MeV. The π exchange potential is of great interest as one of the most important meson exchange forces. In particular, the tensor force of π exchange plays a crucial role. It is known that the tensor force mixing the states with different angular momentum, L and L ± 2, yields a strong attraction between hadrons. That is a leading mechanism of the binding of nuclei [16] . In hadronic molecule with heavy meson, the π exchange interaction with P P * π vertex is expected to generate a strong attraction. In this study, we investigate exotic and non-exotic heavy baryon states formed by a heavy meson and a nucleon. For exotic states, we consider D ( * ) N and B ( * ) N molecule whose minimal quark content is Qwithoutannihilation, where Q denote heavy quark. The non-exotic states are described as D ( * ) N and B ( * ) N molecules. They are constructed by Qand can be coupled with ordinary baryon states like Λ c , Σ c and so on. Hence, we have to take into account many channel couplings in this states. However, we leave this problem as feature work. We focus on only D ( * ) N(B ( * ) N) channels.As a meson exchange interaction, we consider not only π exchange but also vector meson (ρ, ω) exchange to estimate short range interaction. We study bound states and resonances by solving coupled channel equations for P N and P * N. 
Interactions
We investigate two-body states of P ( * ) N with
where J is total angular momentum and P is parity. Moreover, these states take isospin I = 0 or 1. Each states has three or four channels mixed by tensor force of π exchange potential. The channels for given J P are classified by orbital angular momentum L and spin S as summarized in Table 1 . The higher angular momentum states induced by tensor force are important to generate attraction. We consider full channel couplings of P N and P * N channels. The interaction Lagrangians for π meson and vector meson (ρ and ω) exchanges among P ( * ) N are described as satisfying the heavy quark symmetry and chiral symmetry [17] . They are written by
where the subscripts π and v are for the pion and vector meson (ρ and ω) interactions, and v µ is the four-velocity of a heavy quark. The heavy meson field H is defined by
where the subscript a is for light flavors, u, d. The axial current of light flavors is written by
with ξ = exp (iπ/f π ) and the pion decay constant f π = 132 MeV. The pion field is defined byπ
For vector meson, its field is defined by
where g V is the gauge coupling constant of hidden local symmetry [18] . The vector meson field tensor is written by
. From Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain the pion and vector meson vertices in the static approximation v µ = (1, 0). The coupling constant g π for pion is fixed from the strong decay of D * → Dπ [10] . The coupling constants β and λ are determined by radiative decays of D * and semileptonic decays of B [19] .
For vertices of a meson and nucleons, we employ Bonn model [20] as
where N = (p, n) T is the nucleon field. To take into account internal structure of hadrons, we introduce form factors F associated with finite size of the mesons and nucleons:
where m α and q are the mass and three-momentum of the incoming meson α (= π, ρ, ω). The cutoff parameter Λ = Λ N for nucleon vertex is determined to reproduce the properties of deuteron by solving NN system. In order to fix another cutoff Λ = Λ P for heavy meson vertex, we assume the relation between a ratio of cutoff and a ratio of size of hadron, written as Λ P /Λ N = r N /r P where r N and r P are the sizes of nucleon and heavy meson respectively. The ratio of size is estimated from quark model calculation [10] and we obtain Λ D = 1.35Λ N for D meson and Λ B = 1.29Λ N for B meson. The results are shown in Table 2 . Table 3 . In this analysis, we compare results of two potentials. One is only π exchange potential and the other is πρω exchange potential. As shown in Table 3 , the results of π exchange potential are almost the same as those of πρ ω exchange potential. This result indicates that π exchange plays a dominant role to compose the bound state while vector meson exchanges are minor. In particular, the tensor force causing mixing between P N and P * N states with different angular momentum ∆L = 2 yields strong attraction. For BN state, small BB * mass splitting induces strong BB * mixing and tensor force. Therefore, BN state is more bound than DN state. The corresponding root mean square radii are over 3 fm for DN and over 1 fm for BN respectively. Both radii are larger than typical hadron size of order 1 fm, justifying the hadronic composite structure of the present states.
In addition to bound states, we found some resonances near the threshold in J P = 1/2 + , 3/2 ± and 5/2 + states with I = 0. Energy levels of bound states and resonances are shown in Fig. 1 . The tensor force of π exchange potential produces a strong attraction and constructs various resonant states in DN and BN. In the J P = 3/2 − state, we find an interesting structure, that is Feshbach resonance. The mechanism of the resonance can be understood by the presence of P * N quasi-bound state above P N threshold. Indeed, when the P N( 2 D 3/2 ) channel is ignored and only DN and BN) . The binding energy is given as a real negative value, and the resonance energy E re and decay width Γ are given as E re − iΓ/2. The values are given when the πρ ω potential is used.
Finally, we found no bound state and resonance in I = 1 state. The isotriplet state cannot obtain a sufficient attraction from the tensor force of π exchange due to small isospin factor τ P · τ N = 1 while τ P · τ N is −3 with I = 0.
Bound states and resonances in DN and BN
Let us now move to the study of non-exotic states (DN and BN) . The DN state is calculated in analogy with DN. But π exchange potential and ω exchange potential get opposite sign due to G-parity transformation.
As shown the energy-level in Fig. 2 , many bound and resonant states are present in I = 0 state. The bound states appear in J P = 1/2 ± and 3/2 − for DN state, and in J P = 1/2 ± and 3/2 ± for BN state. Above the DN and BN thresholds, resonant states are found in J P = 3/2 + , 5/2 ± and 7/2 − for DN state, and in J P = 5/2 ± and 7/2 − for BN state. In comparison with DN and BN states, non-exotic states are more bound. That strong attractive force comes from diagonal terms of DN(BN) potentials. Although diagonal parts of DN potential behave repulsively, the diagonal terms of DN are attractively because G-parity transformation switches signs of π and ω exchanges.
In particular, for low angular momentum states, they compose deeply bound states with small radius which is less than 1 fm. Hence, constituent hadrons, heavy meson and nucleon, overlap each other and they may construct a compact object. For such states, we have to consider further channel couplings with charmed baryon state like Λ c and Σ c . For I = 1 state, we found resonance only in J P = 1/2 − . We show the energy level of the state in Fig. 3 . Small isospin factor suppresses a strong attraction as seen in DN and BN states.
In non-exotic states in charm sector, some charmed baryons are already observed [21] or predicted by quark model calculation [22, 23] near the DN and D * N thresholds. Such molecular states as displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 may have an effect on the structure of charmed baryon states with same quantum number.
Summary
In the present study, we have investigated heavy baryons as hadronic molecules formed by a heavy meson and a nucleon. The π exchange potential with heavy quark symmetry plays a dominate role to compose bound states and resonances. In particular, the tensor force of π exchange is important to yield a strong attractive force through channel couplings of different angular momentum states of ∆L = 2. On the other hand, the vector meson exchange plays a minor role in the system. The small mass splitting induces a strong P N − P * N mixing. Therefore, states for bottom sector are more bound than states for charm sector.
Many bound and resonant states have found in I = 0 state. However, there are few resonances with I = 1 due to small isospin factor. Some loosely bound states and resonances are present in DN and BN exotic states. For DN and BN non-exotic states, the rich molecular structure may have an influence on the spectrum of the ordinary heavy baryon states.
